Stainless Steel Sinks & Accessories

Call for PBI Service: (562) 595-4785 or (209) 839-9280 (Toll Free) 1-800-421-3753

PBI Meat Wash Sink

Pre-Rinse Spring Faucet
Central lever pre-rinse unit. Combination
pre-rinse fitting with wall mounted faucet. 1/2” I.P.S. flanged female inlets, 4”
minimum to 8 3/8” x 23” riser and riser
support wall bracket and 36” flexible
stainless steel hose. Self-closing valve
has insulated handle, hold down ring,
rubber bound spray and adjustable hose
valve hook. Check valves are recommended in supply lines to prevent cross
flow of hot and cold water.

Equipped with perforated
stainless steel bottom insert to
allow free drainage of dirt
particles. This unit has no
soap dispenser.
Bowl size: 19” x 16” x 10”.

6550390

2250240 Combination Pre-rinse and adapter
faucet w/9" swing spout

PBI Wall Mount
Knee Activated

PBI Pedestal

Our
Most

Popular!

Foot Pedal Type

Same construction and features of the pedestal sink, but equipped
with instant action stainless steel knee pedal valve. Ideal where
floor maintenance is a prime concern. Also available with side
walls for protection against contamination of food items when
hand lav is close to processing tables.
Overall dimensions 20” x 18” x 16”.
NSF and USDA approved, heavy gauge 302 series 18-8 stainless steel hand wash sink. All junctions fully covered. Deckmounted concealed soap dispenser, gooseneck spout, and drain
are heavily chromed. Wraparound base with open back for easy
cleaning. Punched flanges at bottom of base for easy installation. Heavy-duty foot valve with lift-up pedals. Also available
with side walls for protection against contamination of food
items when hand lav is close to processing tables. Sink size:
18” x 14” x 8”.
Overall dimensions: 20” x 18” x 40” high.
6550270
6550330

98

Overall dim.
21” x 18 1/2”
x 42”,
wt. 45 lbs.

Pedestal hand wash sink, 40 lbs.
Pedestal hand wash sink with dual
end splashes, 40 lbs.

Signal Hill, CA.
(562) 595-4785
2667 Gundry Avenue, 90755 • (Corporate)

6550300
6550360

Wall-mount hand wash sink
Wall-mount hand wash sink with dual end splashes

Economy Sink
Wall-mount unit with handoperated faucets, gooseneck
spout. Has 4” backsplash, 1
1/2” basket waste and stainless
steel mounting brackets.
Dimensions: 17 3/4” x 14 1/2”.
6550540 Economy hand wash sink
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